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Find The Right Place And People To Begin Reprioritizing

- Know Your Goal: Change Yourself Others
- Prayerfully Pick The Right Place
- Move On When Needed
Two Keys

#1: Look for those open to your message

#2: Never underestimate the impact of your “failures!”
Pick The Right Approach

Lifestyle: Custom; Three Sabbaths
Reason: to talk about thoroughly
Explain: To open and interpret scripture
Prove: To make a statement beside
Proclaim: To announce; to preach
Accept The Reality of Opposition

Jealous: Lit = heated emotions or anger

- Gather People in Opposition
- Stirred People Up
- Stood in Opposition
- Accosted and Accused
Keep Your Message Clear

You are Defying the Current World Order!
   Lit = Stand *Opposed to the dogma of world*

There is ANOTHER King
   Lit = There is a different kind of King!

Our Message is Not...
One Simple Question:
Who...(or What!) Is King In Your Life?